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Deep state. Shadow
government. Both terms
describe entities
operating with their own
agenda, secretly,
subversively and without
check. Some have called
it a “silent coup”. It is like
a dangerous current
moving unseen under the
water.
Use this Prayer Guide to
give strategy to your
prayer time. The guiding
Scripture for this prayer
effort is John 3:20:
Everyone who does evil
hates the light, and will
not come into the light for
fear that their deeds will
be exposed.
PRAYER AGENDA:
Ask God to bring “light to
the darkness” in our
government and in
positions of power
involving our nation. Pray
for the people on the
reverse side who are
alleged to be a part of
deep state activities, and
pray for those who are
leading the effort to unveil
them. Pray for our
President and his
Administration as they
battle these efforts. Pray
for truth, justice and
restoration of integrity in
our government and
leaders. Continue to pray
about this struggle for
power that is so obviously
a spiritual issue.

Pray for overall discernment of the
Deep State—the concept, the spirit
behind it, and the harm to our
nation. Make notes in a personal
prayer journal on what God reveals
to you during your prayer time.
Deep State: noun a body of

people, typically influential members of
government agencies or the military,
believed to be involved in the secret
manipulation or control of government
policy.
Leaks. Organized resistance. Interagency
confusion and sabotage. Unfounded
allegations. Unrelenting personal smears. These
things are more than just typical bureaucracy. They
result from strategic power-plays by factions deep
within the government itself. Actions take place
hidden from public view—often with media
complicity to further their stories and claims.

“implies a willingness to take official action to impact
the presidential candidate’s electoral prospects. This
is antithetical to the core values of the FBI and the
Department of Justice.” Strozk and Page are not
alone. Communications show a coordinated group
effort using agency time and resources, to defeat
President Donald Trump.
The latest of the FISA warrant activity and
unmasking shows the methods of these
participants. How rules are broken, spying is hidden
and how media members are included in propagating
a narrative and how the public and sometimes
Congress, is never the wiser. Every day it seems
there are new revelations such as planned leaks of
false information, and other subversive activities.

Deep State often has the strategic cooperation of
well-placed players within departments that leak,
surveil, operate outside the law and advance an
agenda —and oppose all those who stand in their
way.

Just recently, Project Veritas released the first of
multiple undercover videos of people involved in
deep state activity. These videos are raw footage
of people currently working in government
agencies who are knowingly working against our
country. Click here to watch the first release.
Additionally, action has been taken by President
Trump for FISA-related items to be declassified
so that the public can see the context and
magnitude of the efforts to subvert the Donald
Trump presidency and those who voted for him.

An example of deep state activity has played out
before our very eyes recently, with the revealed
texts and actions of FBI highly-placed Special
Agent Peter Strozk. His collaboration with others in
government to “make sure it doesn’t happen”
when speaking about the election of President
Donald Trump. “We’ll stop it,” he texted on August
8,2016, to paramour and fellow FBI employee Lisa
Page. The Inspector General report concludes that
this (among other actions) is problematic because it

Take a moment and pray about the hidden
agendas and illegal actions in our government.
These plans are being uncovered before us at
this moment. Some news outlets will cover it—
some will not. Pray that any plan to undermine,
harm, derail and subvert elected officials would
be uncovered. Pray that any conspiracy plans
would be revealed and any illegal acts
prosecuted. Ask God to clean house in our
government!
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Pray about the people associated with Deep State actions. While
we cannot know all the players, pray for those we are aware of,
that the truth would be revealed about their hidden involvement,
and that these players would be transformed for Christ.
Pray Jeremiah 7:8, that their lying words would not profit.
This is ultimately a spiritual battle —pray for victory against the
plans of the enemy, as in Ephesians 6:12.

Who’s exposing
and fighting the
Deep State?
How high up?

James O’Keefe
Project Veritas

these shots.

Hundreds of federal
employees like Stuart
Karaffa, working in
various departments in our
nation, are being asked to or are complying with

John Podesta

Tom Fitton
Judicial Watch

Unknown

It is unknown who was calling
the shots on the FISA court
fraud and unmasking that went
on. Pray about these unknown
leaders who had authority to call

John Podesta is heavily
involved in the Media Matters
organization, a group that is
currently working with Facebook
to “fight fake news” which is
really a form of censorship of

orders to hide, wipe, alter, divert, and divulge, all in
the name of an individual, group or party’s agenda.

George and son,
Alex Soros
George Soros is one of the

conservatives.

most prolific funders of
progressive and socialist

Sara Carter
Reporter

John Brennan

groups and foundations. His

Former CIA Director John

actions have funded deep

Brennan, who has emerged as

state activities for

a Deep State player, part of

decades. Open Society is his

pushing the Russia fake

main foundation that

scandal.

disperses monies to fund
subversive groups and paid protesters.

Peter Strozk
FBI Agent Peter Strozk’s texts
showing planned activity

Devin Nunes
Congressman

against candidate and President Trump has made him the
unofficial poster boy for the

Deep State.

Pray about these other players in the news that
are emerging as part of deep state activity:
Bruce and Nellie Ohr
Christopher Steele
James Comey
Andrew McCabe

And then there’s the media…
Pray also about the role of media in the propagating of the deep state message and activity. Some reporters and
media outlets have been found to have colluded in publishing false stories planted by Deep State players, still

Gregg Jarrett
Lawyer and Author

other outlets and platforms are suppressing Conservative stories and messages on social media and the internet. Pray for truth for the people who have the power over the airwaves, the ink and the internet.
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